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P7.l ABSTRACI: 
Apparatus for an ion engine comprises a three-grid 
accelerator system with the decelerator grid biased 
negative of the beam plasma. This arrangement substan- 
tially reduces the charge-exchange ion current reaching 
the accelerator grid at high tank pressures, which mini- 
mizes erosion of the accelerator grid due to charge- 
exchange ion sputtering, known to be the major acceler- 
ator grid wear mechanism. An improved method for 
life testing ion engines is also provided using the dis- 
closed apparatus. In addition, the invention can also be 
applied in materials processing. 
4 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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only in that a 30-cm diameter thruster was operated for 
10,OOO hours. The thruster itself was nearly completely 
destroyed from internal sputter erosion by the end of 
the test, so that the test could not be considered a suc- 
5 cessful demonstration of a 10,OOO-hour engine life. 
These and most other ion engine endurance tests have 
been performed using mercury Propellant. Very low 
tank pressures (typically less 3 x 10-6 Torr) could be 
maintained during engine testing by cryopumping the 
10 mercury exhaust on surfaces at liquid nitrogen tempera- 
ture in the vacuum system. Cryopumping results in very 
high effective pumping speeds if large surface areas are 
used, resulting in low background pressures. A major 
cost of mercury ion engine life testing turned out to be 
The switch from mercury to xenon propellants for 
ion engines made the already difficult life testing prob- 
lem almost impossible. Xenon gas cannot be effectively 
cryopumped at liquid nitrogen temperatures. Further- 
2o more, the heavy atomic mass of xenon greatly reduces 
the effective pumping speed of large oil-diffusion 
pumps. Finally, the 5-kW xenon thruster under devel- 
opment at NASA Lewis Research Center operates at a 
propellant flow rate that is 60% higher than the 2.7-kW 
ne combination of these 
factors makes xenon engine life testing at low pres- 
THREE-GRID ACCELERATOR SYSTEM FOR AN 
ION PROPULSION ENGINE 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA Contract, and is sub- 
ject to the provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 U.S.C. 
202) in which the Contractor has elected not to retain 
title. 
“This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 08/066,829, filed May 21, 1993, now abandoned.” 
TECHNICAL FIELD 
electrostatic propulsion, and in particular to a three-grid 
accelerator system for an ion engine in which the decel- 
erator grid is biased negatively-with respect to the beam 
plasma. 
BACKGROUND ART 
High-power ion propulsion systems have been shown 
to be capable of providing substantial benefits for the 
of space. Ion engines have been under de- 
velopment for nearly thirty years and have long since 25 ~ - ~ ~ r i ~  mercu y 
achieved performance levels (-st, specific impulse, 
and efficiency) which are attractive for planetary mis- 
sions. The power-limited, low-thrust nature of ion pro- 
pulsion, however, results in the requirement for very 
long engine burn times to produce the 
craft ve*ocity change. Engine burn times Of loyooo to 
space missions of interest. Demonstrating useful engme 
The invention relates to methods and apparatus for l5 the cost of the liquid nitrogen required. 
suTes very dficult and expensive. 
very low background pressures are required for ion 
engine life testing in order to minimize charge exchange 
space- 30 erosion of the accelerator grid. The accelerator grid is 
the downstream electrode of the ion accelerator system, 159000 hours (20i months) are required for @Pic‘ as s h o w  in FIG. 1, and is typically biased several bun- 
dred negative Of the beam plasma potential to lifetimes oft& magnitude has historically proved to be 
an intractable problem, and yet such a demonstration is 35 
believed to be absolutely essential before technol- produced by the cathode. Charge-exchange 
the positive high-vol%e engine from 
ogy can be used on a spacecraft. 
in the following papers: 
ions created downstream of the engine, however, are 
Considerable useful background material is contained accelerated into the negative accelerator grid and cause 
sputter erosion. 
(1) James, E. L. and Bechtel, R. T., “Results of &e 40 The Production rate of charge-exchange ions is a 
~ i s ~ i ~ ~  profile Life Test First Test Segment: strong function of the background pressure, as indicated 
Thruster ~ 1 , ”  AIM paper N ~ .  814716, ~~d in FIG. 2. The increase in accelerator grid current evi- 
1981; dent in FIG. 2 results from the increase in charge- 
(2) Bechtel, R. T., Trump, G. E., and James, E. J., exchange ion Production With tank Pressure. The datum 
‘‘Results of the Mi ion  Proffie Life Test,” AIM 45 point labeled “LeRC 890 HR LIFE TEST’ represents 
Paper No. 82-1905, November 1982; the accelerator grid current and tank pressure at which 
NASA Lewis Research Center performed their 5-kw 
NASA CR-135022, May 1976; ion engine endurance test, described by M. J. Patterson 
and T- R. VerheY in the ~ference  listed as (4) above- 
Ion Thruster Lifetest,” AIAA Paper NO. 90-2543, 50 The solid line in FIG. 2 is a curve fitted to data taken at 
July 1990; and NASA Lewis Research Center and indicates that the 
(5) Rawlin, V. K. and Hawkins, C. E., “Increased accelerator grid current asYmPt0ticallY approaches a 
Capabilities of the 3 h m  Diameter Hg Ion minimum value of 1 1.2 mA at zero background pressure. 
Thruster,” NASA TM-79142, May 1979. The 5-kW endurance test described in the paper by 
A substantial effort has been expended to demon- 55 Patterson and Verhey listed as (4) above was performed 
strate adequate engine life, as represented by numerous with an accelerator current of 18N2 mA, which is ap- 
life tests of the 30-cm diameter mercury ion engine in proximately 60% higher than the zero pressure current. 
the 1970s and early 1980s. Not one of these tests, how- At this current level and an accelerator grid voltage of 
ever, successfully demonstrated a 10,OOO- to 15,000- -3CKl v ,  erosion resulted in holes completely through 
hour useful life at full-power operation. By far the most 60 the accelerator grid webbing in less than 890 hours. The 
successful test was the 4,200-hour full-power test of the solid line in FIG. 2 indicates that the accelerator current 
J-Series engine designated J1, as reported in the paper can be reduced to 12 mA at a background pressure of 
by James and Bechtel listed as (1) above. Other signifi- 
cant tests included a 5,000-hour test of the J5 thruster at 
one-quarter power described in the paper listed as (2) 65 Torr during full-power operation of the 5-kW engine 
above, and a 10,OOO-hour test of a 700 series thruster requires a pumping speed of approximately 700,000 
described in the paper by Collett et al. listed as (3) liteds. To put this number in perspective, the large 
above. The 10,000-hour test is considered significant tank 5 at NASA Lewis Research Center with two He 
(3) Collett, C., et. al., “Thruster Endurance Test,” 
(4) Patterson, M. J. and Verhey, T. R., “5 kW Xenon 
Torr. 
However, to achieve a background pressure of 
3 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 
cryopanels will have a pumping speed on Xe of 250,000 
literds. In addition, the Lewis Research Center Space 
Power Facility (SPF), with 36 48" oil diffusion pumps 
has a pumping speed of 1 . 4 ~  106 liters/s. H ~ ~ -  
ever, it has been 
The invention comprises an ion engine with a three- 
that the cost of operating this 5 grid accelerator system in which the decelerator grid is 
facility may be prohibitively expensive for long-dura- 
tion engine testing. 
Finally, the datum point labeled "JPL 2-GRID' on 
FIG. 2 indicates the accelerator grid current measured 
in the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory 8'x 15' electric 
propulsion test facility at the minimum achievable tank 
pressure during engine operation at 5 kW. This acceler- 
ator grid current is approximately a factor of 3 higher 
than that for the Lewis Research Center 890-hour en- 
durance test, suggesting that erosion holes would be 
created through the grid webbing in less than 300 hours 
if an endurance test were attempted in the NASA Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory facility. 
biased negatively with respect to the beam plasma. 
Referring to FIG. 1, a third grid (called the decelerator 
grid) 12 is situated downstream of the accelerator grid 
14 of a conventional two-grid accelerator system. Nor- 
0 mally, three-grid systems have been operated with the 
decelerator grid 12 potential tied to the neutralizer cath- 
ode 16. The neutralizer cathode 16 potential is typically 
15 volts negative with respect to the beam plasma in 
order for electrons to be drawn from the neutralizer 
5 into the beam. With the configuration of the invention, 
the decelerator grid 12 collects a fraction of the charge- 
exchange ion current which would otherwise strike the 
accelerator grid 14. The addition of the decelerator grid 
12 has been shown to reduce the accelerator grid cur- - 
With this background information, it is abundantly 20 rent by approximately 30% at low background Pres- 
clear that life testing a 5-kw ion engine is an sures, as described in the paper to Rawlin and Hawkins 
listed as number (5) above. extremely expensive undertaking. One approach to the Referring again to FIG. 1, the ion propulsion engine problem is to defer the cost of the engine life demonstra- of the present invention is operated in the following tion to the first flight project which will use the technol- 25 manner. Propellant gas is introduced into the neutral- 
OgY- attempts to get a flight project to accept izer cathode 16 and the neutralizer power supply 5 is 
the cost and scheduling impacts associated with 10%- switched into the neutralizer tip heater 11. When the 
duration life testing have historically been unsuccessful, neutralizer cathode 16 is sufficiently hot the neutralizer 
and there seems to be little indication that this situation power supply 5 is switched to apply a positive high 
will change. Thus the substantial benefits of ion propul- 30 voltage to the neutralizer starter electrode 10. This 
sion are trapped within a programmatic catch-22, i.e. it creates a plasma discharge between the neutralizer cath- 
is too expensive to life-test an engine without the finan- ode 16 and the neutralizer starter electrode 10. Subse- 
cial resources of a flight project, and a flight project is quently, propellant gas is introduced to the main cath- 
unlikely to provide these resources for a new engine ode 7 and the anode Power SUPPlY 4 is switched into the 
the required engine life. main cathode 7 is sufficiently hot the starter power 
supply 6 applies a high positive voltage to the starter 
electrode 18, creating a plasma discharge between the 
cathode 7 and the starter electrode 18. Propellant gas is 
40 introduced to the main discharge chamber 17 and the 
anode power supply applies voltage to the anode 
that has not dready demonstrated that it has 35 main cathode tip heater 9 to heat the cathode. When the 
STATEMENT OF THE INVENTION 
The problems inherent in prior-art ion engines, par- 
ticularly with respect to life testing, are obviated by the 
and methods Of the present which 
system with the 
electrode 8, causing the cathode plasma discharge to 
couple to the anode 8 and fill the discharge chamber 18 provides for a threegrid 
decelerator grid biased negative with respect to the 
beam plasma* This arrangement 
the charge-exchange ion Current reaching the accelera- 
tor grid at high tank Pressures, which minimizes erosion 
of the accelerator grid due to charge-exchange ion sput- 
tering, known to be the major accelerator grid wear 
mechanism. 50 and space-charge neutralization. 
with plasma. ne positive high-voltage Screen 
reduces 45 power supply 1, the accelerator grid power supply 2, 
and the decelerator grid power supply 3 are turned on 
to extract and accelerate ions created in the discharge 
chamber out of the engine to produce thrust. Electrons 
are emitted by the neutralizer cathode 16 for current 
Besides its use in ion propulsion per se, the apparatus 
and methods of the present invention could be used in 
VariOUS types Of materids processing Systems involving 
ion SO~Ces~ uch as for ion beam etching Or miCrOma- 
55 chining. In these applications it is important to minimize 
contamination of the target material due to matter sput- 
tered from the accelerator grid of the ion source. The 
invention permits ion source operation at higher pres- 
sures while minimizing contamination due to accelera- 
Accordingly, the invention also encompasses a 
method of operating an ion propulsion engine so that 
materials, the engine having an accelerator system in- 
FIG. 4 shows the variation in accelerator and decel- 65 eluding an anode, a cathode, a first, Screen grid, a set- 
ond, accelerator grid, and a neutralizer cathode, com- 
prising the steps of providing a third, decelerator grid 
downstream of the accelerator grid; biasing the deceler- 
BRIEF OF THE 
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of the three-grid accel- 
erator system with negatively biased decelerator grid of 
the present invention. 
FIG. 2 is a graph of the variation in accelerator grid 
current Ja with tank pressure at a beam current Jb of 3.2 
A for a 30-cm diameter ion thruster; also shown is a 
point indicating the significant reduction in J,, when 
three-grid optics is used with the decelerator grid biased 
100 Volts negative of neutralizer common potential. 
sputter yield with xenon ion energy. 
erator grid currents versus tank Pressure for a beam 
current of 1.5 A superimposed on a curve fitted to two- 
grid data. 
60 tor grid sputtering. 
3 is a graph of the variation in molybdenum the exhaust of said engine is used for the modification of 
5,369,953 
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ator grid negative of the neutralizer cathode; and direct- 
ing the exhaust of the ion propulsion engine toward the 
materials for the modification thereof, wherein the pro- 
viding of the decelerator grid and the negative biasing 
thereof reduces the contamination of the materials from 
matter sputtered from the accelerator grid as a result of 
operation in high vacuum. 
Tests in which the decelerator grid (of a three-grid 
system) was intentionally biased negative of the neutral- 
izer cathode potential indicated that as the magnitude of 
the negative voltage on the decelerator grid was in- 
creased, the fraction of the charge-exchange current 
collected by the decelerator grid also increased, result- 
ing in a reduction in the accelerator grid current. 
The data in FIG. 2 include a point at the lower right 
indicating the accelerator grid current for a three-grid 
system with the decelerator grid biased 100 V negative 
of neutralizer common potential and the accelerator 
grid at -400 V. Comparing the JPL 2-grid and 3-grid 
data points of 57 ahd 16 mA, respectively, indicates that 
the method of the present invention has reduced the 
accelerator grid current by a factor of approximately 
3.5. In fact, the accelerator grid current on the JPL 
3-grid system is actually slightly less than the 18 mA 
measured on the Lewis Research Center 2-grid system 
during the 890-hour endurance test, even though the 
tank Dressure at NASA Jet ProDulsion Laboratorv was 
6 
erosion rate. This highlights another advantage of the 
three-grid system of the invention. By biasing the decel- 
erator grid negative, it is possible to reduce the magni- 
tude of the negative voltage on the accelerator grid 
5 without inducing electron backstreaming from the neu- 
tralizer cathode. This has the effect of increasing the 
accelerator grid lifetime by reducing the sputter yield. 
The use of this technique on a flight-type propulsion 
system requires the addition of a power supply to the 
10 power processor unit. This power supply, which is used 
to bias the decelerator grid negative, processes very 
little power-on the order of a few Watts-and there- 
fore has a minor impact on the overall system complex- 
ity. With this configurations a typical power processor 
l5 unit will have a total of six power supplies, five of 
which are required for steady-state operation. In con- 
trast, the 30-cm diameter, mercury ion engines for the 
SEPS (Solar Electric Propulsion Stage) program re- 
quired a total of twelve power supplies, eight of which 
The significant reduction in accelerator grid charge- 
exchange current made possible through the use of a 
three-grid system with a negatively biased decelerator 
25 grid enables ion engine life testing to be performed at 
significantly higher background pressures than was the 
case up until now. With the technique of the present 
2o were used for steady-state operation. 
near& a factor of 3 higher (corresponding to a faGor of 
3 lower pumping speed at NASA Jet Propulsion Labo- 
ratory). 
invention, it is possible for life tests io be performed in 
relatively inexpensive vacuum facilities with modest 
3o pumping speeds. For example, a 5-m long x 3-m diame- I 
Reducing the accelerator grid to - 300 V on 
the JPL three-grid system while maintaining the dKe1- 
erator grid voltage at - 100 V reduced the accelerator 
grid current still further to a value of only 14 at a 
ter vacuum facility with two 48" cryopumps be 
sufficient to perform 5,000- to 10,000-hr engine life 
testing at 5 kw* This facility would have a Pumping 
speed of aPPro-atelY 38,000 l i t eds  On xenon and 
tank pressure of 3.7X 10-6Torr. This current is compa- 35 709000 
rable to that which would be expected at a tank It is believed that there is a direct cause and effect 
of5 x 1 0 - 6 ~ ~ ~  on a tWo@d accelerator relationship between the fact that there has never been 
system and corresponds to an effective pumping speed, Propulsion ion engine 
in terms of accelerator grid erosion, of 350,000 liters/s. and the fact that there are no planetary flight programs 
With the three-grid technique of the invention, the 40 slated t0 use ion propulsion. The technology is now 
charge-exchange ion current which previously struck a v ~ b 1 e  to Change this situation. 
the accelerator grid is now collected by the negatively Those having skill in the arts relevant to the Present 
biased decelerator grid. It might then be expected that a invention Will undoubtedly think of wirhus obvious 
Severe accelerator grid erosion problem has simply been modifications or additions to the invention based upon 
traded for an equally Severe decelerator grid erosion 45 the preferred embodiment disclosed herein. Therefore, 
problem. is not the case, however, because the it should be understood that the invention is not to be 
magnitude of the decelerator grid voltage is signifi- limited to the d i d o ~ e d  embodiment, but is to be limited 
cantly less than that applied to the accelerator grid, and Only by the scope of the following Claims. 
creases rapidly with ion energy, as indicated in FIG. 3. 50 
The data in FIG. 3 were taken from three dierent 
references and roughly indicate that the sputter yield at 
100 V is a factor of 10 less than that at 300 V. Thus the 
decelerator grid at - 100 V could collect 10 times the 
ion current of the accelerator grid at -300 V and still 55 
have a comparable erosion rate. In reality, the decelera- 
tor grid current is typically only a factor of 2 to 4 
greater than the accelerator grid current (as indicated in 
FIG. 4 for a beam current of 1.5 A) so that the decelera- 
tor grid erosion rate will be less than that of the acceler- 60 
ator grid. 
The data in FIG. 4 were taken with accelerator and 
decelerator grid voltages of -200 V and -80 V, re- 
spectively, but the ratio of sputter yields at these ener- 
gies is still 10 to 1. Significantly, however, the sputter 65 
yield at -200 V is a factor of 2 less than that at -300 
second On argon. 
a successful life t a t  of a 
the sputter yield of xenon ions on molybdenum de- I claim: 
1. In an accelerator System for an ion ProPulsion 
engine including an anode, a cathode, a fmt, screen 
grid, a second, accelerator grid, and a neutralizer cath- 
ode, an improvement comprising: 
a third, decelerator grid disposed between said accel- 
erator grid and an ion exhaust stream exiting said 
engine, said decelerator grid being at a lower elec- 
trical potential than said neutralizer cathode and at 
a higher electrical potential than said accelerator 
grid. 
2. The ion propulsion accelerator system of claim 1 
wherein said ion propulsion engine utilizes a propellant 
material in the vapor phase. 
3. The ion propulsion accelerator system of claim 2 
wherein said propellant material is a noble gas. 
4. The ion propulsion accelerator system of claim 3 
wherein said noble gas is xenon. 
V, resulting in a factor of 2 decrease in accelerator grid * * * * *  
